Haj Saeed Bin Ahmed Al Lootah is a self-made businessman
who progressed from being a seafarer and trader, in his early
days, to an accomplished tutor, author, economist, banker,
entrepreneur, businessman and visionary community leader.
His zest for life and fervent adherence to the core values of
Education, Cooperation and Economy, power an endless dessire to ‘make things better’ by empowering people to excel at
everything they do.
He realized the need to build permanent houses and ventured
into construction. His “capital” at that time was his skills,
knowledge and hard work. He laid the foundation of S.S.Lootah

Contracting Company as a joint venture with his brother Sultan
in 1956. With the enduring values of education, cooperation
and economy set as the foundations of his work, Haj Saeed
Bin Ahmed Al Lootah started a number of business as well as
not-for-profit education and research ventures, with an aim to
serve the people of the United Arab Emirates.
Thanks to his vision and leadership, S.S. Lootah’s home grown
ventures continue to demonstrate unique values that extend
well beyond its functional benefits creating greater economic,
social and environmental benefits for people in the United
Arab Emirates and beyond.

S.S. LOOTAH GROUP

S.S. LOOTAH GROUP
Established in Dubai in 1956, S.S. Lootah Group is a family-owned
diversified business house with ventures across key industries from
Construction, Real Estate, Energy, Food and Hospitality to Financial
Services, Applied Research, ICT, Education and Healthcare among
others, along with a remarkable portfolio of not-for-profit educationaal institutions.
From the first contracting company and first medical College in the
United Arab Emirates to the first Islamic bank in the world, the enttrepreneurial spirit of S.S. Lootah Group has been the catalyst that
has brought home-grown business and community ventures to the

global stage. This extraordinary portfolio carries the hallmark of the
visionary Haj Saeed Bin Ahmed Al Lootah, the founder and chairman
of S.S. Lootah Group and is driven today by Eng. Yahya Bin Saeed
Al Lootah, a strong second generation leader guided by enduring
values and global thought and business leadership.
With over 10,000 multinational workforces, entrepreneurship, verracity as well as a profound dedication to corporate citizenship and
sustainable development, S.S. Lootah Group is a driving force for
national and regional economic growth, progress and innovation in
the 21st century.

•

Construction

•

Architecture

•

Real estate

•

Interior Design

•

Financial Services

•

Hospitality

•

Energy

•

Research and Development

•

Healthcare

•

ICT

•

Trading and Retail

•

Media

•

Engineering

•

Education

Inspiring with distinction

www.sslootahgroup.com

S.S. Lootah International was envisioned in 1999 as the international
business arm of S. S. Lootah Group leading its national, regional and
global business growth in the 21st century. S.S. Lootah International
business philosophy reflects Dubai’s dynamism through pioneering
successful projects that is critical to the needs of economic develoopment. Besides being a unique business expertise and know-how
exchange platform, our international ventures facilitate knowledge
creation that addresses pressing issues and global challenges.
Today, S. S. Lootah International has become the name behind multi
billion dollar projects in markets that cater to over 3 billion people,

stretching over Asia, Africa and Europe. Over the past years, our
successful alliances, partnerships and joint ventures with leading
international companies have enabled us to develop, manage, suppport and finance some of the most sophisticated projects in the
construction, industrial, telecommunications, energy, environmental
research and sustainable development sectors.
S.S. Lootah International continues to pursue strategic partnerships
with leading businesses worldwide to serve the ever growing develoopment needs in our region and beyond, with sustainable projects
that benefit the people, economy and future generations

•

Investment

•

Joint Ventures

•

Project Development

•

Project Management

•

Feasibility Studies

•

Market Analysis

Regional Edge. Global Reach

www.sslootahinternational.com

CONTRACTING

S.S. Lootah Contracting Company was founded in 1956 in Dubai,
as a general contracting company when Haj Saeed Lootah realized
the need to build permanent houses and ventured into construction.
Since then, the company has grown into a multi- disciplined consstruction group with comprehensive in-house facilities that support
its contracting business including: Ready-Mix Concrete, Transport
& Equipment, Foundations, De watering Steel fabrication, Carpentry
and Fibreglass.
With a remarkable portfolio of construction projects undertaken
in the United Arab Emirates and abroad, S.S. Lootah Contracting
has grown into a full fledged construction group that has served
the building of the nation’s infrastructure – from public schools

to mosques, parks, palaces, hotels, public facilities, electricity and
communications infrastructure and a broad array of residential and
commercial complexes.
Today, S.S. Lootah is one of the largest and most respected firms in
the United Arab Emirates construction industry that enjoys a reputtation of delivering projects on time and exceeding expectations. The
development of the construction industry will continue to support
and sustain our growth and profits and will enable us to pursue our
community commitments with rigor to progress national policies
that aim to support sustainable economic growth and the welfare of
the United Arab Emirates people.

MANUFACTURING

S.S. LOOTAH READY MIX CONCRETE
S.S. Lootah Ready Mix Concrete operates fully computerized
batching plants located at key areas in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates, near most of the major developments. Operating
one of the largest fleets of mobile mixers and modern pumps
that serve low and high rise projects, S.S. Lootah Ready Mix
ensures the best control over quality and delivery to building
sites.
S.S. Lootah Ready Mix operates under ISO 9002 and Environmmental Management System ISO 14001 standards. Moreoover, policies adopted voluntarily like fleet management policy
contribute greatly to operational excellence by optimization of

resources, use of technology, reducing environmental impact
as well as reducing traffic congestion and environmental polllution resulting from vehicle emissions.
For over 20 years in operation, S.S. Lootah Ready Mix Conccrete prides itself in supporting some of the largest, prestiggious and sophisticated construction projects. Ready mix
concrete meets specifications and exceeds expectations on
quality, delivery and responsiveness. Today, S.S. Lootah Ready
Mix Concrete is one of the largest producers of a variety of
ready mix concrete products that serves the needs of national
growth and development projects.

•

ISO 9002 and ISO 14001 standards

•

Over 20 years in operation

•

Fully computerized batching plants at key areas in
Dubai

•

Large fleet of mobile mixers and modern pumps

•

Serves low and high rise projects

FOUNDATION AND PILING

S.S. LOOTAH FOUNDATIONS
S.S.Lootah Foundations is one of the leading companies in the
United Arab Emirates for construction of Pile Foundations. Since
its inception in 1986, S.S.Lootah Foundations provide specialist
engineering advice at the planning stage of projects to ensure
the use of the most appropriate and economic foundation soluttion. This approach has earned the company its reputation as
a reliable partner with more than 600 prestigious projects exeecuted across the country.
S.S. Lootah Foundations has a highly qualified on-site workforce
of engineers and administrative staff who ensure the delivery
and quality of work rigorously. Moreover, the fleet of modern
equipment and state-of-the-art workshop provide site staff with
the tools and resources needed to optimize operational time and
delivery of projects.

S.S. Lootah Foundations project portfolio includes a variety of
assignments such as prestigious high-rise building complexes,
more than 1,300 kms of electrical towers all over the UAE; almmost 90% of Dubai and Sharjah electrical networks as well as
more than 100 onshore and off-shore telecommunications toweers, to name but a few.
S.S. Lootah Foundations is committed to maintaining its excelllent standards to be at the forefront of modern industrial design
and innovation to cater to the growing construction needs in the
United Arab Emirates and the region.

•

Bored cast in-situ piles for
buildings, industries, bridges and
harbors

•

T.V., telecom, and electrical tower
foundations

•

Foundations for retaining walls for
basement excavation

•

Other foundation related works

At the forefront of modern industrial design

www.sslootahgroup.com

RESEARCH AND TESTING

MATERIAL LAB DUBAI
Material Lab Dubai is an accredited independent material testing
laboratory, established to cater to national and regional research
and testing required to approve materials used largely in constructtion. Located in Dubai, United Arab Emirates and equipped with
state-of-the-art testing equipment, the laboratory confirms its crediibility through regular participation in the inter-laboratory proficiency
testing programs and introduction of latest technologies in the testiing field in the region.
The core business of the laboratory includes the testing of a wide
range of engineering materials and geo-technical investigation. The
lab is involved in the investigation and testing of pile integrity, fresh

and hardened concrete, soils, cement, asphalt, aggregates and watter, physical and chemical analysis of steel as well as glass and envvironmental testing.
With access to the latest and emerging technologies through internnational collaboration with leading research institutions worldwide,
Material Lab Dubai serves current and future needs of key economiic sectors. The Lab is committed to provide professional testing,
certification and research services in support of the growing investmment in infrastructure, construction and industrial development in
the region.

www.mld.ae

joint venture

LOOTAH-VANBOTS - S.S. LOOTAH INTERNATIONAL
Established in 1955, Vanbots is considered one of the pioneers
of the Canadian construction industry , regarded for its intelligent
and creative approaches to delivering projects for its clients. Based
in Canada, Vanbots’ principal fields of activity include Construction
management, General Contracting, Design-Build and Project manaagement. The portfolio of Vanbots includes highly specialised consstruction in commercial, residential, recreational, healthcare and
hospitality among others
The Joint venture between Vanbots and S.S Lootah Group aims to
leverage on Vanbots’ expertise in specialised construction and adddress the needs of the industry in the United Arab Emirates and the

region. Vanbots has a rich portfolio of several prestigious projects in
categories like malls, hotels, universities, industrial plants and autommotive showrooms that require a high level of specialised constructtion expertise.
Vanbots embraces “Green” building practices from design concepts
through to construction and building operations in line with S.S Loottah’s core business philosophy of ‘Sustainable development’. Both
the companies also adhere to very high safety standards as per the
HSE policies of the industry. Vanbots has implemented a “Behavior
based” safety program to provide a safe work environment.

joint venture

THE STATE GROUP - S.S. LOOTAH INTERNATIONAL
The State Group International (LLC) is a multi-discipline MEP conttractor established in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. State Group
International (LLC) offers a multitude of diverse yet interrelated servvices and technologies to all sectors of the economy including commmercial, industrial, institutional and governmental sectors.
The State Group International has its roots in the State Group Inc.,
one of North America’s leading MEP contractors headquartered in
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The State Group Inc. dates back to 1961
and has been providing comprehensive MEP services including the
construction of Power Generation and industrial projects on a single

source basis for over 40 years. State has built long relationships
with Fortune 100 manufacturers, Developers, Property Managers
and General Contractors who have turned to State to deliver timely
solutions to complex technical projects and initiatives.
State Group International (LLC) caters to the diverse and evolving
construction needs in the UAE and the region. Working closely with
S.S. Lootah Group of companies, the State Group International (LLC)
is able to deliver the same customer driven quality, performance
and world class support that the State Group Inc. prides itself upon
in North America.

•

Multi-discipline MEP Contractor

•

World-class support to region’sconstruction
needs

•

Power plants and industrial projects

•

Customer driven quality and performance

International MEP Contractor

joint venture

POWERLINE PLUS LIMITED - S.S. LOOTAH INTERNATIONAL
Established in 1990, Powerline Plus Limited is an industry leader
specializing in the delivery of reliable infrastructure services for electtrical, civil (including sewer, water, sanitary, roads and sidewalks),
natural gas and telecommunications solutions to public utilities,
municipalities, developers, industrial and manufacturing companies.
Based in Ontario, Canada, the company serves a broad base of custtomers by providing “one-stop” turnkey solutions and delivering qualiity solutions on time and on budget for all types of projects.
Powerline collaboration with S.S Lootah Group in the United Arab
Emirates aims to combine the Group’s local and regional expertise
over the past 50 years with the infrastructure expertise of Powerl-

line Plus Limited and cater to specialized projects in waste managemment, energy efficiency products and distributed generation. Both
S.S. Lootah Group and Powerline share a progressive vision that
supports ‘sustainable development’ as well as a commitment to the
strictest HSE (Health, Safety, Environment) policies.
Some prestigious projects of Powerline include a large rehab projeect comprising of over 4000 meters of concrete encased ducts
crossing a major highway, street lighting projects for Toronto Hyddroelectric systems, infrastructure solutions for 2500 homes in
Scarborough, 2 km duct bank for the University of Toronto to name
a few.

Since its inception over 40 years ago, S.S.Lootah Real Estate has
been closely associated with developing much of Dubai’s residenttial and commercial buildings. By investing in developing its own
property, S.S. Lootah Real Estate has gained unparallel experttise across the process of selection of site, feasibility studies and
construction to property management, leasing and rentals over
the years.

by S.S. Lootah Real Estate are leased throughout Dubai, Sharjah
and Ajman.

As leaders in the property rental market in the United Arab Emiraates, S.S. Lootah Real Estate offers a wide range of residential
and commercial options at competitive leasing terms along with
a fast, transparent and hassle free service. The range of propertties leased includes warehouses, showrooms, workshops, officees, villas and apartment buildings. Today over 2000 units owned

With the phenomenal economic growth of the United Arab Emiraates and Dubai, S.S. Lootah Real Estate continues to invest in
real estate development to supplement the growing demand for
commercial and residential properties and thrives to cater to its
customer’s future needs.

Our facility management and maintenance services are owned
and run by S.S. Lootah Group which provides us with greater conttrol over quality and response, making leasing with S.S. Lootah
Real Estate a remarkable experience.

A world of choices

joint venture

TAS DESIGN BUILD - S.S. LOOTAH INTERNATIONAL
Founded in 1983, TAS Designbuild is recognized as an industry
leader in the realm of design, development and construction.
TAS’ varied project portfolio includes residential, commercial and
institutional properties. Dedicated to creating architecturally asttute spaces, TAS has pushed the bounds of design and building
quality through innovation. The philosophy that has guided the
growth of the TAS Group is based on professionalism, attention
to detail, teamwork and efficient management.
The Joint venture between TAS Designbuild based in Canada and
S.S Lootah Group, came into being to realise a common goal of
designing and creating buildings that have less impact on the

environment. S.S Lootah Group has always had ‘Sustainable devvelopment’ as its core business philosophy. TAS’ focus is on the
health of the planet and to evolve into a company dedicated to
taking a leading role in sustainable development.
With their most recent project being LEED Certified (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design), TAS is taking solid steps towwards realizing its vision. From energy use to material use, both
S.S. Lootah and TAS aim to synergize the competencies of both
companies to promote environmentally responsible and sustainaable practices in the Real Estate industry.

www.tasdesignbuild.ca

As the Founder of the first Islamic Bank in the world - Dubai Islamic
Bank, Haj Saeed Bin Ahmed Lootah has established a new equitable
paradigm in the global financial services scene. Today, Dubai Islamic
Bank has the unique distinction of being the world’s first full-fledged
Islamic bank, a pioneering institution that has combined the best
of traditional Islamic values with the technology and innovation that
characterize the best of modern banking.
As the trend towards Islamic banking gathers momentum worldwide
as one of the fastest-growing economic sectors, new challenges and
opportunities arise. Financial Consultancy Services (FCS) is the financcial services arm of the S. S Lootah Group, which specializes in providi-

ing financial services for the prospective corporate, government and
small business houses in accordance with Islamic ‘Sharia’. FCS asssists in selecting the best mode of Islamic financing for your business
under the five modes of Islamic financing namely Musharakah (Profit/
Loss sharing), Murabaha (Credit Sale), Modaraba (Trust Financing),
Ijarah (Leasing) and Istisna (Construction Projects)
FCS focuses on the development and expansion of Islamic Financial
Services: Financing, Investment and Consultancy by identifying potenttial acquisitions and providing advice on the best ways to convert the
corporate and financial structure of the company from conventional
to Islamic.

z

Banking - Finance - Investment

natural gas

The development of a natural gas distribution network, a first for
the United Arab Emirates and the Gulf region, required not only
the expertise in gas transportation, but also a reliable and safe
distribution system reaching into households. For this project,
the S.S Lootah Group found a partner, ‘Terasen International’,
formerly BC Gas International of Canada with over 100 years
experience in natural gas distribution engineering, construction
and operation.
The Lootah BCGas International joint venture won the Engineeriing, Procurement and Construction (EPC) contract for Sharjah
Natural Gas Distribution from the Sharjah Electricity and Water
Authority in 1998. After successful completion of the Sharjah

project, Lootah BCGas won several local and regional contracts.
Other projects include a pioneering pilot project with ADNOC to
use CNG for vehicle fueling in Abu Dhabi, a BOOT contract for disttribution station and gas network for Nakheel projects in Dubai.
Most recently, contracts for natural gas distribution network in
Tanzania and Turkey, technology transfer and training project
in Iran and operation and management of the gas transmission
network in Oman highlight our regional expansion drive. Opportunnities keep unfolding across the entire region and our local knowleedge, international expertise and regional reach have made us
the undisputed leaders in the gas transmission and distribution
industry in the region today.

joint venture

Q Energy is a joint venture company established in 2006 between
Lootah BCGas and Al Qudra Holding PJSC to cater to the growing
demand for gas distribution, transmission and operation services
in the emirate of Abu Dhabi. Al Qudra Holding is a leading general
investments company that has been setting trends in diversified
strategic partnerships for innovative business and industrial initiattives. Lootah BCGas on the other hand is empowered by undisputed
leadership and experience in natural gas distribution engineering,
construction and operation in the region.
Q Energy combines the international and local expertise of Lootah

BCGas in the field, with Al Qudra Holding’s capital and business exppertise to support the economic growth with professional sustainaable service. It will present the energy market with the latest technnologies and best practices in the gas distribution and transmission
industry to achieve credible economic and environmental benefits.
By taking the lead in the implementation of a safe and reliable naturral gas and LPG infrastructure of the highest standards, Q Energy is
in a position to power national growth and build a sustainable future
in Abu Dhabi.

clean and renewable

S.S. Lootah Group’s profound interest in healthcare is well demonsstrated in Dubai Medical College, a first in the United Arab Emirates
and the outcome of a strategic insight that aims to produce doctors,
the lifeblood of the healthcare industry. In 1991, another unique
venture came into existence with Dubai Specialized Medical Center
and Medical Research Laboratories being established to serve as a
medical center that provides alternative or complimentary medicine
and conducts local medical research respectively.
Today, the center provides healthcare services for over 6000 peopple annually, runs specialized programs to improve the quality of life
of diabetics and has many research activities that focus mainly on alt-

ternative medicine and nutrition. Many significant research findings
have been published in USA, Italy, Mexico, Austria and Germany. Haj
Saeed Al Lootah was awarded the prestigious ‘Sheikh Hamdan Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum Award for Medical Sciences’ in 2004, honoring
his contribution to the progress of Medicine & Health in the United
Arab Emirates
S.S. Lootah Group’s investment in the Healthcare sector goes beyyond Dubai Medical College, Dubai Pharmacy College and the mediccal center to develop its own Healthcare Management Company
and invest in building the fourth largest hospital in the United Arab
Emirates due to open in the second quarter of 2008.

MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL

S.S.Lootah Group’s interest in the food industry started with
establishing Dubai Co-operative Society in 1972. The founding
principles were to protect the consumers’ rights and make fast
moving consumer goods (FMCG) available to the residents of
Dubai at a fair and equitable price, through the Dubai Co-operattive Society Supermarket stores.
The Dubai Cooperative Society led to the establishment of ‘AL ISLAAMI FOODS’ in 1981, with a goal to make real Halal food available
for consumers. By coordinating Islamic supervision on all meat
products imported from outside the United Arab Emirates, AL
ISLAMI quickly gained the trust of millions of consumers through
its first product line - frozen chicken, across the region.

Spurred by this success, AL ISLAMI continued its efforts to prodduce a variety of real Halal meat products like mutton, beef, burgeers, sausages, kebabs, minced meat and more. In 1991, the first
meat processing plant was opened in Jebel Ali Free Zone under
the brand name ‘AL ISLAMI’. The plant is ISO 9001 certified,
HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point) accredited and
awarded as Jebel Ali Free Zone’s ‘Cleanest Factory’.
Today, Al Islami Foods is one of the leading consumer brands in
the Gulf region and continues to expand into other markets in
the region.

•

Halal Food

•

Frozen chicken

•

Fresh Chicken

•

Processed Meat

•

Halal-certified Cheese

•

Sea food

•

Green Vegetables

•

French Fries

•

Sandwiches

•

Tiles

•

Sanitary ware

•

Bathtubs and Jacuzzis

•

Shower cubicles

•

Sanitary fittings

•

Bathroom and kitchen
accessories

•

Gypsum and metal ceiling system

•

Ceiling suspensions

•

Wood and Partition Products

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
& ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS

NCK - S.S. LOOTAH INTERNATIONAL
Since its inception in 1964, Toronto based NCK Engineering’s
principal activity has been engineering consulting services for arcchitects and other clients in the building industry. NCK has to its
credit large commercial and institutional projects with unusual
scope and complexity. NCK has contributed to high level of technnological development through judicious use of contemporary
methods in several projects.
ISO 9001:2000 certified, NCK offers consultancy services in the
areas of Residential, Commercial, Institutional, Industrial, Renovvations and other special areas like towers. S.S. Lootah and NCK
cooperation aims to bring together the structural engineering

consulting expertise of NCK and the architectural, engineering
and design expertise of S.S Lootah. Thus the joint venture aims
to cater to the ever growing needs of the construction industry
and related services in the United Arab Emirates and the region.
NCK’s valuable expertise and S.S. Lootah’s leading position in the
construction and Real Estate sectors are combined to offer the
region unique engineering and consulting expertise.
Some prestigious projects of NCK include the Pyramid at the
Louvre Museum in Paris, CN Tower in Toronto, Milad Tower in
Iran and Torrena Tower in Mexico, currently under construction.

joint venture

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
& ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS

TROW - S.S. LOOTAH INTERNATIONAL

joint venture

joint venture

ZAS/PSE is an international, dynamic, full-service design consultiing firm. It was founded as a partnership between ZAS Group of
Companies, Canada, with over 20 years of international experience
and Port Saeed Engineering in Dubai, the United Arab Emirates with
over 30 years of local experience. The firm has expanded to offer a
full range of expertise in all areas of Architecture, Engineering, Plannning, and Interior Design.
ZAS/PSE develops high quality design, supported by service and
management excellence. In offering these integrated design servvices, ZAS/PSE has developed an innovative portfolio of projects
that range in scale, complexity and location. With numerous design
awards to its credit, ZAS/PSE is notable for working at the frontier

of design innovation supported by technical expertise to produce
high quality planning and design.
ZAS/PSE is capable of fully servicing projects throughout the Middle
east and worldwide. Current projects include numerous master plannning, urban design, and building projects that are located in urban,
waterfront and emerging districts. These assignments include large
mixed-use developments, resorts, hotels, condominium towers, athlletic complexes and educational campuses. Within this broad range
of projects, ZAS/PSE has been commissioned to prepare feasibiliity studies, urban design analysis, program development, as well as
provide the full extent of architectural design services.

RESIDENTIAL

Established in 2004, Home Gallery is an innovative Interior design
company, utilizing the spectacular lifestyles of customers as a tempplate to create tailor-made homes. Home Gallery has built its reputattion based on wonderful client relationships through the art of Interrior Design - the creation of fine interior spaces to compliment the
personalities of the people who live within them.
Home Gallery ‘Design Stations’ offer an eclectic array of the finest
designer fabrics, handmade rugs, furniture, decorative accessories,
ceramic tiles and exclusive lighting designed to suit individual tastes
with each area displaying different elements of interior design used

in actual room settings. One thing worth noticing in all ‘Home Galllery’ homes is the pride of expert craftsmen and unswerving attenttion to detail. An exclusive team is customised for each project that
supervises every step of the process and builds solid and lasting
working relationships with every client and supplier.
Home Gallery not only accepts but encourages owner designed
homes, as well as personal involvement in the design process. With
an ambition to create a home that fulfils every dream, no two projeects have ever been the same. Quite simply, that’s the difference
between a villa and a ‘Home Gallery Villa’.

The Jawhara brand was born in 1979 when Haj Saeed Bin
Ahmed Al Lootah established the first hotel in Dubai that offered
its services within the guidelines of the United Arab Emirates’
rich culture of hospitality. With the phenomenal growth of touriism and the increasing number of visitors to Dubai, S.S. Lootah
Group invested in the hospitality industry, creating the first “True
Emirates Hospitality” hotel chain brand “Jawhara”.
Today, Jawhara Hotels & Apartments provide a unique hospitaliity experience to families and business travelers alike in a tradittional Arabic family atmosphere. The Jawhara group of hotels
has a growing portfolio of two hotels - ‘Gardens’ and ‘Metro’ as
well as Jawhara Hotel Apartments, offering more than 300 hotel
rooms, suites and furnished apartments. The services offered

across Jawhara hotels is on par with the best in the industry and
exceeds expectations to present guests with a unique sense of
Arabian hospitality.
Located just a few minutes from the Dubai International Airport
and two minutes from Diera City Center, which is one of the bigggest shopping centers, guests enjoy both convenience and fast
access to Dubai’s prime shopping destinations.
Jawhara is moving forward with ambitious plans to expand on
the brand’s owned and managed hotels to further strengthen the
“True Emirates Hospitality” concept in the United Arab Emirates
and beyond.

True Emirates Hospitality

www.jawhara.ae

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

Lootah IT Solutions (LITS), the Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) arm of S.S. Lootah Group was founded in 1990.
With a rich experience across a number of key business sectors,
size and diversity of the S.S. Lootah Group companies, LITS’ ability
to address challenges of training, software applications and netwwork infrastructure and deliver future technology solutions has
grown beyond expectations.
LITS was the first to customize web hosting in the United Arab
Emirates and started the largest hub for cascaded network infrasstructure for colleges, large companies, and data centers with
more than 2000 points. LITS has established itself as the leader
among computer education centers to narrow the gap of IT illite-

eracy, as the leading provider of Computer Driving License (ICDL)
training for government and private sectors.
LITS experience in supporting key industries such as constructtion, design, hospitality, healthcare and media among others with
assessment, deployment and maintenance is demonstrated todday in world-class Service Level agreements ( SLA) that provide
24/7, hassle-free support to optimize clients’ ICT investment.
LITS network of affiliated vendors, developers and consultants in
the ICT industry is growing on national regional and global levels
and looks forward to collaborate with industry leaders to serve
the growing needs of growth and development.

•

System Integration

•

Networking and infrastructure

•

ERP Consultancy

•

Multimedia for Education centers,
installation, commissioning and training

•

Turn Key Project Management

•

Network Optimization

•

System Installation, Commissioning
and Acceptance

•

System Migration and Engineering

•

Project Finance

•

Web Services

People - Solutions - Network

audentia
audentia, Latin for courage, has been conceived as a marketing
communications consultancy that specializes in translating the
cultural challenges of being “sustainable” into powerful and autthentic verbal, visual and engagement messages. Since the cappacity to create true value will become a defining characteristic
of tomorrow’s successful global businesses, audentia thinks oppportunity and innovation while crafting a brand message, thus
reframing social and environmental issues traditionally thought
of as risks, as sizeable market opportunities.
audentia bonds people and brands, by finding the cultural interssections between living well, new technology, product, service,
consumer and business. Communication tools including public rel-

lations, advertising, promotion, events and new media are proven
communication channels. audentia’s approach goes beyond integgration to present business leaders who believe that business
can do well by doing good, with new communication models, new
technologies, new partners and a sustained brand equity.
While grounded in the hard realities that business leaders face
today, there is no doubt that sustainable development agenda
has become the mainstream of business and strategic thinking.
There are new rules for sustaining business success and audenttia is set to support leading brands and drive the communications
industry in the region into a new era of ethical communications.

•

Strategic Marketing

•

Branding

•

PR

•

Advertising

•

Promotions

•

Events

•

Sustainability consulting

www.audentia.ae

DMC was the first college to award a degree in medicine & surgery
in the UAE. The college was established in 1986 as a not-for-profit
educational venture by the visionary entrepreneur Haj Saeed Bin
Ahmed Al Lootah to offer girls in the United Arab Emirates and the
region an opportunity to study medicine and avoid the troubles and
risks of traveling abroad.
Today, DMC has a record of over 500 competent graduate physsicians and continues to be the leading internationally accredited
medical college in the region. The fact that the college is solely for
girls and that DMC was envisioned at a time when higher education
for girls in the region was lagging far behind than that of the develo-

oped countries, makes DMC very unique even to this day.
DMC has implemented an Innovative Medical Education Program as
an integrated framework of Problem-Based Learning. The program
allows undergraduate medical students to be better exposed to speccific human and community needs and benefit from more experienttial and inductive methods of learning.
In recognition of its drive for excellence, DMC was awarded the
‘Dubai Quality Appreciation Program’ in 2006 and is proud to be the
first medical college in UAE to be awarded for its quality standards.

•

First Medical College in UAE

•

Exclusively for girls

•

5 year course is accredited by
‘Ministry of Higher Education’

•

Enlisted in the WHO Directory of
Medical Schools

•

Accredited in UK US and other
western and Arab countries

•

Awarded the ‘Dubai Quality
Appreciation Program’ in 2006

•

60 students admitted each year

Pioneers of medical education in the region

The Dubai Pharmacy College (DPC) is the first pharmacy Instittute in the United Arab Emirates established in 1992, by Haj
Saeed Bin Ahmad Al-Lootah, Chairman, S.S Lootah Group with a
vision to complement Dubai Medical College in providing the commmunity with competent pharmacists to meet the growing needs
of the healthcare professionals. Today, DPC graduates play an
important role as a vital link between physicians and patients,
and as scientists influencing the development and application of
pharmaceuticals.
DPC was accredited and licensed by the Ministry of Higher Educcation and Scientific Research, UAE in 1998 and also endowed
with the Dubai Quality Appreciation Award in 2004. Hence, the

degree program has worldwide recognition with well placed
alumni all over the world. The 4 year ‘B.Pharm’ course also inccludes compulsory professional practice experience (PPE) for
over 1400 hours distributed between community pharmacies,
hospitals and the pharmaceutical industry thereby exposing studdents to all aspects of the profession.
DPC’s teaching programs are continuously evaluated and upggraded in accordance with constant advancement in pharmacceutical education. The College has a policy of limited admission,
with an annual intake of about 40 students, to maintain the qualiity of personalized teaching to prepare students as specialist
healthcare professionals.

Established in 1983, the Islamic School for Training & Educcation has groomed many generations right from the age of
childhood up to the age of adulthood. The students are educcated in such a way that they are able to comprehend the
Islamic principles and values, both in thought and conduct,
and in the building of a balanced physical, mental and spiritual
personality.
Haj Saeed Bin Ahmed Al Lootah, the founder of the schools,
believes that academic achievement of an individual cannot
and should not be measured by the amount of knowledge or infformation that he has gathered. It should rather be measured
by how much his knowledge has helped him in developing the
spirit of research and innovation and how much he has bene-

efited from it in practical life.
The philosophy of the school system is based on preparing
graduates to pursue further adult education while contributiing to the economy with the competency learning acquired.
Graduates at the age of 16 (Sen Al Takleef) are competent
contributors to the economy in key sectors like construction,
trading, Islamic banking, IT among others.
The Islamic School for Training and Education has been widely
recognized by many - leaders, prominent personalities, governmment ministers and education experts from all over the world.
Today, more schools are established in Sudan and SriLanka to
serve the community aspirations of growth and prosperity.
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The Technical Institute was established in 1990 to support
the vision of the Islamic School for Training & Education. Studdents, both male and female, have an opportunity to obtain
practical training and application in different sections of the insstitute complementing the academic curriculum of the school.
At the Technical Institute, the students are enabled to acquire
academic and vocational training; new skills that help develop
their abilities and discover their professional aptitudes.
The Technical Institute organizes vocational courses with
a view to provide professional training and skills in different
areas of specialization available in the institute such as enginneering, electronics, IT, fiberglass, electrical and refrigeration,

photography and audio video production among others. The
training period ranges from three months to nine months and
can be extended if the need arises. After completion of the
course, the trainee gets a certificate duly authenticated by the
Ministry of Education that enables the trainee to get employmment either in public or private sector.
A new modern facility equipped with the latest educational
technologies and tools houses the Technical Institute’s expanssion and progress into a full fledged vocational training center.
Moreover, training on new and emerging technologies with
relevance to the United Arab Emirates market are being introdduced regularly such as Solar Power.
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